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Abstract

Statistical algorithms are increasingly used in the criminal justice system. Much of the recent scholarship on the use of these algorithms have focused on their “fairness,” typically defined as accuracy across groups like race or gender. This project draws on the procedural justice literature to raise a separate concern: does the use of algorithms damage the perceived fairness and legitimacy of the criminal justice system? Through three original survey experiments on a nationally-representative sample, it shows that the public strongly disfavors algorithms as a matter of fairness, policy, and legitimacy. While respondents generally believe algorithms to be less accurate than either of these methods, accuracy alone does not explain their preferences. Creating “transparent” algorithms helps but is not enough to make algorithms desirable in their own right. Both surprising and troubling, members of the public seem more willing to tolerate disparate outcomes when they stem from an algorithm than a psychologist.
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An algorithm cannot take into account factors such as human emotion and need. It is stupid to allow a mathematical equation, the value of which is only as useful as the data it utilizes to operate, to determine the fate of a being that possesses free will. That’s outright absurd, stupid, and dangerous.

I think using the human element is most fair and humane. Guidelines would be second best, but seem to lack some humanity. An algorithm is the most cold. People are not statistics.

Someone’s fate shouldn’t be determined by an algorithm.

Survey respondents, assessing the use of algorithms in bail hearings

---

**Introduction and Theory**

Although mathematical formulae and statistical analyses have been applied to criminal justice since the 1920s (Mathiesen, 1998, pg. 458), their use has increased with the development of modern machine learning algorithms. Currently, statistical algorithms are used in a variety of places in the criminal justice system, though most notably in bail and sentencing (Electronic Privacy Information Center, 2018; Huq, 2019). This project focuses on the use of algorithms in the bail risk-assessment context, but the general principles of predictive modeling and algorithm design apply to other contexts (see Kehl et al., 2017, pg. 13-15).

In the bail context, many courts use risk-assessment algorithms to predict whether a defendant is likely to recidivate if released or will fail to appear at a future court date, i.e., to predict future behavior (Workgroup, 2017, pg. 51). These risk-assessment algorithms may incorporate a variety of characteristics such as the defendant’s past criminal history, income, gender, peer networks, and other demographic characteristics to generate predictions (Picard-Fritsche et al., 2017, pg. 5-6). Some courts view the use of risk-assessments as an improvement over the common practice of making bail decisions based on the charge alone—without regard for community danger, the likelihood of appearance, or ability to pay (see, e.g., ODonnell v. Harris County, pgs. 1159 and 1161) (describing the adoption of risk-assessments as “laudable” and “salutary”). Given the recent success of bail reformers in reducing wealth-based disparities in pre-trial detention, the interest in risk assessment tools is only likely to increase.

Much of the recent work on the use of algorithms in the criminal justice system falls into two categories. First, a growing number of legal commentators have highlighted the constitutional challenges posed by algorithms. They argue that the use of algorithms may violate the Equal Protection Clause because algorithms often operate differently across protected classes like race or gender (Huq, 2019; Starr, 2014).

The second stream of work, largely based in computer science, attempts to define and formalize these disparities under the broad label of “algorithmic fairness.” The exact definition of fairness varies in this context, but it broadly centers on how algorithms generate results.
across classes such as racial or gender categories (Corbett-Davies et al., 2017; Kleinberg et al., 2017; Berk et al., 2017).

But the term “fairness” is actually somewhat misleading in this context. For example, many authors discuss two conflicting notions of “fairness”: false positives (e.g., when a defendant is flagged as “high risk” when they are low risk) and false negatives (e.g., when a defendant is flagged as “low risk” when they are high risk). Under this framework, fairness is defined as accuracy across groups. One major concern of this literature is to document how these two (and other) notions of fairness are in conflict: the more an algorithm minimizes false positives, the more it generates false negatives (Feller et al., 2016). Calibrating an algorithm to favor one form of accuracy over another, in turn, often has disparate impacts across racial groups (Kleinberg et al., 2017). In part stemming from this concern, many policymakers and computer scientists call for organizations that use algorithms to release more information about how algorithms operate and what inputs they use (Goodman and Flaxman, 2017). Many commercial algorithms neither disclose which features are incorporated nor what statistical transformations are applied. According to the Electronic Privacy Information Center, over 40 states use a risk-assessment tool at some point within the criminal justice system (2018).

While it would be overreaching to claim that accuracy across groups is irrelevant to fairness, it is equally so to view accuracy as the only determinant of fairness. Indeed, the literature on procedural justice suggests that whether individuals perceive a procedure to be fair is the consequence of many different factors, of which accuracy is only one. In particular, the literature on procedural justice highlights four factors: “opportunities for participation, a neutral forum, trustworthy authorities, and treatment with dignity and respect” (Tyler and Sevier, 2013). Procedures that are weak along these dimensions—i.e., processes that lack procedural justice—present not only normative but also empirical problems for the criminal justice system. We might intrinsically care about popular legitimacy because we believe that defendants ought to be judged by procedures they believe are fair. But even outside of subjective beliefs, a lack of procedural justice is associated with lower levels of compliance with the law (Tyler, 1990).

Algorithms have a mixed record along these dimensions (Simmons, 2018). On the one hand, algorithms are “neutral” in the sense that, conditional on the same inputs, algorithms will always produce the same results. The same set of facts put in front of different judges, by contrast, can result in substantial variance in outcomes (Ramji-Nogales et al., 2007). On the other hand, algorithms offer minimal opportunities to be heard. Defendants only provide information and do not influence the workings of the algorithm. The extent to which algorithms are trustworthy is unknown, and the opportunity for treatment with dignity and respect is minimal—insofar as algorithms minimize the need for interaction at all. For an extended discussion, see pages 9 to 16 of (Simmons, 2018).

Despite the risk that algorithms undermine procedural justice, relatively few works discuss the procedural justice implications of algorithms. In contrast to widespread beliefs among

---

1Berk et al. (2017) identifies at least four other forms of fairness.

2The “algorithmic” part of this literature is also somewhat misleading. To the extent the literature creates metrics for different definitions of fairness, these definitions apply equally to all procedures that generate some predictions across different groups—algorithmic or otherwise.

3See also MacCoun and Tyler (1988).
experts that participants would exhibit “algorithm aversion.” Recent work has shown that people trust algorithms over experts for tasks like estimating someone’s weight based on a photo, recommending romantic matches, and predicting the popularity of songs (Logg et al., 2018).\(^4\)

But many of these commercial contexts are significantly different from the criminal justice system, which—at least historically—has placed great weight on human interaction and human decision-making. In a small-sample qualitative study that examined contexts where algorithmic involvement would be unusual, such as applying for a promotion at work and applying for a personal loan in addition to contexts where algorithmic involvement is more common, such as re-routing passengers on overbooked flights, or pricing insurance premiums, many participants reacted negatively to the “impersonal and dehumanising” features of algorithmic decision-making (Binns et al., 2018). Within the criminal justice context, an ethnographic study of two criminal courtrooms revealed how legal professionals (including judges, prosecutors, and probation officers) use a variety of tactics to minimize the influence of algorithms (Christin, 2017). For example, they would ignore the output of algorithms, sometimes manipulate the inputs to achieve the desired outcome, and openly criticize the use of algorithms.

The only work that addresses the issue of procedural justice in the criminal justice directly is Ric Simmons’s article “Big Data, Machine Judges, and the Legitimacy of the Criminal Justice System” (forthcoming in the University of California–Davis Law Review) (2018). Using a 580-person Mechanical Turk sample, Simmons shows that respondents are as likely to accept the outcomes of predictive algorithms as they are the decisions of judges. The Simmons study, however, asks people to choose between two procedures: either a judge makes decisions or a judge makes decisions but is given algorithm results as a piece of information to use. In that situation, people are largely indifferent between the two options.\(^5\)

This project presents evidence to the contrary. Using a larger, nationally-representative sample, I show that the public rejects the use of algorithms as a matter of fairness and of policy. I demonstrate through three original survey experiments that many of the concerns that scholars have raised about algorithms are insufficient to explain why individuals dislike them so much.

Experiment 1 establishes, as a baseline measure, that algorithms are extremely unpopular, and importantly, that even when algorithms are presented as being as accurate as other procedures, they are still unpopular. Experiment 2 asks whether transparency improves opinions of algorithms. The answer is yes, but not to an extent that makes people actu-

\(^4\)Note, however, that earlier studies from the 1950s and 1970s indicate that respondents strongly prefer human decision-making over algorithmic decision-making (Dietvorst et al., 2015).

\(^5\)Simmons’s work is methodologically distinct from the existing project in a number of ways. It does not use the term “algorithms,” instead referring to them as “computer programs.” In addition, Simmons varies the acceptability of a judge making a decision without the help of an algorithm versus a judge making a decision with the help of an algorithm. Notably, these treatments have substantially different lengths. The treatment mentioning “computer programs” is about 250 words whereas the one without is about 150 words. This 70\% \((250 - 150)/150\) difference in length may account for the lack of difference between the two conditions: the treatment may be buried in the length of the text. Finally, with a sample size of 600, Simmons is only powered to detect differences in a binary outcome of about eleven percentage points. With a sample size of 3,000, this project is powered to detect differences of five percentage points. Indeed, Simmons presents no statistical tests at all to measure the magnitude or uncertainty of the effects detected.
ally want to use algorithms. Finally, Experiment 3 addresses the emerging literature on “algorithmic fairness.” It shows that while respondents have a negative reaction when psychologists exhibit disparate impact, they are indifferent when algorithms exhibit the same disparate impact.

As technology improves or as regulations are created, many of the concerns of algorithm critics will be met: “fairness” concerns decrease as algorithms increase in accuracy, and transparency can be achieved through regulatory fiat. But this project suggests that, when this day arrives, Americans will still dislike algorithms. As the criminal justice system increasingly embraces these impersonal, statistical and computational tools, courts increasingly risk a decline in legitimacy—a danger that is almost entirely ignored by existing scholarship. By acknowledging and documenting the problem, this project tries to take the first step forward towards solving it.

Experiment 1: Understanding Preferences

This section is guided by two broad questions:

1. What are people’s preferences for different procedures that might be used in bail hearings?
2. To what extent are these preferences attributable to evaluations of accuracy?

This experiment measures people’s attitudes towards three types of risk assessment procedures: expert psychologists, mandatory guidelines, and statistical algorithms. In practice, none of these procedures are the sole determinant of bail hearings, but what they have in common is that they reflect the portion of bail hearings that rely on expert judgment. In addition to establishing procedural preferences, this experiment also assesses whether individuals’ preferences change based on the accuracy of the procedure.

Design

The overall structure of the experiment is described in the Figure 1. I first randomly assign individuals to view one of the procedures. Respondents are asked to assess the single procedure on fairness (“In your opinion, would you say this procedure is Very Fair, Somewhat Fair, Unsure, Somewhat Unfair, or Very Unfair?”) and policy (“If you were arrested, would you want the city to use this procedure for your case?”). As a measure of legitimacy, respondents are also asked that if this procedure were adopted, how much would they agree with the statement “You should accept the decisions made by courts, even if you think they are wrong.” After individuals rate a single procedure, I show them all three procedures and ask respondents to rank them based on fairness (“How would you rank these procedures in terms of fairness?”), their desire to use it in a proceeding if they were arrested (“How would you rank the procedures based on whether you would want the city to use them if you were arrested?”), and their desire to use it in a proceeding for everyone in their city (“How would
you rank the procedures based on how much you would want to the city to use them for everyone that is arrested?”).
general population sample). Following Miratrix et al. (2017), causal analyses estimate the sample average treatment effects (calculated without weights).  

Results

We find three main results from this experiment:

1. Respondents strongly disapprove of algorithms as a matter of fairness, a preference of policy, and a source of legitimacy. Depending on the outcome, they are either ambivalent about a choice between guidelines and psychologists, or they prefer psychologists. They never prefer algorithms.

2. This rank order aligns with respondents’ priors about accuracy because they view algorithms as the least accurate procedure. However, this ordering cannot be explained by differences in accuracy alone. Even when respondents are told that procedures have the same average levels of accuracy, they still disfavor algorithms.

3. When algorithms are stipulated to be more accurate than other procedures, respondents prefer algorithms. Indeed, respondents on average choose the more accurate procedure, whether it is algorithms, psychologists, or guidelines. However, when the more accurate procedure is an algorithm, respondents prefer it at lower rates than when the more accurate procedure is a psychologist or guideline. Respondents appear to balance a general aversion to algorithms against a desire for high accuracy. Without information about accuracy, these preferences are consistent because respondents view algorithms as inaccurate.

Which Procedures Do People Prefer?

Across different types of preferences (fairness, policy, and legitimacy) and across different question types (evaluating a single procedure and ranking all three procedures), the results are consistent: respondents strongly disapprove of algorithms as a matter of fairness, a preference of policy, and a source of legitimacy. Depending on the measure, they are either ambivalent about guidelines and psychologists, or they prefer psychologists.

Below, I show some representative results. Results that are not displayed follow similar patterns. The following analyses are based on respondents who did not receive any information about accuracy (n = 1,713) and thus reflect preferences absent external manipulations.

As shown in Figure 2, respondents viewed algorithms as less fair than other procedures. On average, respondents rated algorithms at 0.4 (on a scale that ranged from -2 to +2) compared to approximately 0.8 for the other two options. This difference in magnitude of 0.4 constitutes approximately 10% of the total scale.

6This decision was not specified in the pre-analysis plan. I decide not to use weights because a limited number of the causal analyses have somewhat different outcomes with and without weights, suggesting that the weights may be misspecified and the population average treatment effects may be “undetectably biased” (Miratrix et al., 2017, pg. 25).
In your opinion, would you say this procedure is very fair, somewhat fair, unsure, somewhat unfair, or very unfair?

Figure 2: Respondents Strongly Disfavor Algorithms as a Matter of Fairness

How would you rank the procedures based on how much you would want the city to use them for everyone who is arrested?

Figure 3: Respondents Strongly Disfavor Algorithms as a Matter of Policy
The results after viewing a single procedure are consistent with asking respondents to rank all three procedures. Figure 3 displays the average rank of each algorithm, recoded so that the most preferred procedure was recorded as +2, the second-most preferred procedure was recorded as +1, and the least-preferred procedure was recorded as 0. Again, algorithms were the least-preferred procedure. A Friedman rank sum test suggests these differences are significant at $p < 0.001$.

In practice, when individuals make policy choices from multiple options, they rarely rank different outcomes. Instead they only indicate their most preferred policy. We can approximate this analysis by asking what percentage of the time a procedure is chosen as the most preferred policy, as shown in Figure 4.

In short, when we examine average rankings, we typically see that guidelines and psychologists are equally preferred. But if we isolate the question to people’s most preferred policy, we see psychologists pull out ahead. Why is this? Among respondents who picked psychologists as their first choice, they were far more likely to choose guidelines as their second choice than algorithms as their second choice. Similarly, those who picked guidelines as their first choice strongly favored psychologists over algorithms. However, among respondents who picked algorithms as their first choice, they broke evenly between guidelines and psychologists for their second choice.

For a discussion of the Friedman rank sum test, see Hollander and Wolfe (1999). Though not a causal analysis, these results are reported using the unweighted data.
These disagreements are not confined to matters of policy or fairness: selecting one procedure over another also impacts the legitimacy of the judicial system, as shown in Figure 5. This impact is approximately 0.3 points on a four-point scale (about 7.5%), a modest but statistically significant result (at $p < 0.001$).

How Much Does Accuracy Drive Preferences?

One explanation for these preferences might be that people have different baseline beliefs about the accuracy of these procedures. As shown in Figure 6, respondents possess meaningful beliefs about the accuracy of different procedures. Moreover, these beliefs conform exactly to the rank-order of procedures discussed earlier.

To answer this question, we randomized the accuracy level of different procedures according to the probabilities described in Table 1 ($n = 1,656$). We can measure the extent to which preferences changed based on accuracy by comparing the aggregate responses from the condition in which no information about accuracy was given and from conditions in which information about accuracy was given (since, in the aggregate, the average accuracy level was equal across conditions).\(^8\) If respondents’ preferences were entirely driven by accuracy, we would expect that preferences should be approximately similar across different procedures.

\(^8\)An alternative to this analysis compares preference levels only among respondents were accuracy levels were randomized to be equal across all three conditions. This analysis yields substantively similar results to what is displayed here, but is less powered.
Figure 6: Absent Other Information, Respondents Think Algorithms are Less Accurate than Psychologists or Guidelines

when the procedures have the same average level of accuracy. Instead, the rank-ordering of preferences is identical to the condition in which no accuracy information was displayed.\(^9\)

Does this stability of preferences indicate that respondents are simply insensitive to the accuracy manipulation? As I demonstrate below, this is not the case. Preferences are actually quite sensitive to increases in accuracy. However, the marginal effects of accuracy are similar across all procedures, so they do not overcome baseline preferences for different procedures.

To estimate the effects of accuracy, we first disaggregate the set of accuracy levels reported in Table 1 into a set of pairwise comparisons between (1) algorithms and psychologists and (2) algorithms and guidelines.\(^10\)

We can calculate the marginal effect of having a high accuracy level by comparing the rate at which a procedure is chosen when its accuracy level is the same as versus higher than the accuracy level of other procedure. We estimate the following model using ordinary least squares regression for each pairwise comparison:

\[
Y = \text{Relative Accuracy} + \text{Accuracy of Omitted Variable} + \text{Covariates}
\]

\(^9\)See Figure A1.
\(^10\)This mapping is reported in Table A1.
where $Y$ is 1 if the respondent preferred the algorithm and 0 otherwise. Relative accuracy takes on the form of their “Same,” “Algorithm Higher,” or “Other Procedure Higher.” Covariates include controls for age, age squared, race, gender, education, household income, marital status, 2012 Presidential vote choice (as a proxy for partisanship), and region.

The results, which are reported in Table 2, show that respondents are quite sensitive to changes in relative accuracy. Moreover, the marginal effects of accuracy appear to be substantively similar across procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired to Use Algorithm for Everyone Compared to Psychologist</th>
<th>Compared to Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm More Accurate</td>
<td>0.24***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist More Accurate</td>
<td>−0.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidelines More Accurate</td>
<td>−0.24***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy: Other</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,656</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
Covariate controls and intercept omitted.

Table 2: The Effects of Accuracy Are Similar Across Procedures

This result should be puzzling: if the marginal effect of accuracy is similar (and non-zero) across different procedures, then why do respondents disapprove of algorithms even when we experimentally manipulate accuracy? This occurs because people have meaningful preferences even when the accuracy levels are experimentally manipulated to be identical. Because of these baseline differences, the marginal effects of accuracy—which are very similar across procedures—do little to change the aggregate preference.

For example, Table 3 shows that when algorithms are the more accurate procedure, respondents prefer algorithms 66% of the time. However, when psychologists are the more accurate procedure, respondents prefer them 79% of the time. And when they are at the same level of accuracy, around 59% of respondents prefer psychologists. The same pattern of preferences appears when comparing guidelines to algorithms.

We find similar results when we analyze the effect of accuracy versus the effect of the procedure from another perspective. Instead of comparing the rank-ordering given different types of relative accuracy, we can leverage random assignment of the first procedure and the accuracy of the first procedure on people’s preferences. We estimate the following regression

$$Y = \text{Procedure} + \text{Accuracy} + \text{Procedure} \times \text{Accuracy} + \text{Covariates}$$
Table 3: Respondents Prefer Algorithms When They Are the More Accurate Procedure, But at Lower Rates than When the Non-Algorithmic Procedure Is More Accurate (Percent Favoring More Accurate Procedure in Grey)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure Comparison</th>
<th>Prefer Alg.</th>
<th>Prefer Non-Alg.</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm v. Psychologist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist More Accurate</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>78.8%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Accuracy</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm More Accurate</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>34.4%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm v. Guidelines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidelines More Accurate</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
<td>79.9%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Accuracy</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
<td>56.1%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm More Accurate</td>
<td>69.7%</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where Y ranges from -2 to +2, Procedure is the algorithm, guideline, or psychologist, and Accuracy is either the high or low condition. We then calculate the marginal effects of different procedures and compare them to different accuracy levels. Because the procedure and accuracy level are randomly assigned, we can directly compare the magnitude of their treatment effects.

The full results are not reported here, but in both assessments of the fairness of a procedure and the respondent’s desire to use in a proceeding, the effects of the procedure are roughly comparable to those of accuracy. Looking at the effects on the respondent’s desire to use a given procedure, the difference between having a procedure that uses a psychologist versus one that uses an algorithm is 0.46 on a 4-point scale (approximately 11%). This effect is statistically indistinguishable from the effect of having a procedure with a high accuracy level versus a low accuracy level (0.45).

**Experiment 2: Transparency**

Given that the public generally holds negative views on algorithms, what tactics might make algorithms seem more palatable? A variety of computer scientists and policymakers have called for “algorithmic transparency”: a publicly available description of how algorithms work and what inputs they rely on (Goodman and Flaxman, 2017). Such advocates typically argue that transparency is necessary for political and regulatory oversight, so that third parties can recognize and correct algorithms that are incorrect or discriminatory (see, e.g., State v. Loomis).

It seems that the literature on procedural justice would support this view: Tyler and Sevier (2013), for example, notes that transparency is necessary to “facilitate[] the belief that decision making procedures are neutral [by] reveal[ing] that decisions are being made in rule based and unbiased ways.” But transparency with respect to algorithms seems somewhat different than with other, human-driven procedures. Algorithms, after all, are statistical models that many people might not understand if they were disclosed. Indeed, even rela-
tively simple machine learning models like random forest models, defy easy interpretation of how a single variable might affect an outcome (Ritter, 2013; Gromping, 2009).

This section is guided by two broad questions:

1. Does transparency (or the lack thereof) impact people’s opinions of algorithms?
2. How does this effect change under different levels of accuracy?

Design

The structure of Experiment 2 is virtually identical to Experiment 1 with one main difference: instead of varying the procedure between Algorithms, Psychologists, and Guidelines, respondents are randomly assigned to either evaluate a transparent algorithm (“Transparent” condition) or a non-transparent algorithm (“Non-Transparent” condition). Respondents are also shown short arguments for and against transparency.11 This experiment has 3,404 respondents, drawn from the same source as Experiment 1.

Results

We find two main results from this experiment:

1. Respondents prefer transparent to non-transparent algorithms, though they don’t have a strong desire for either.
2. Although respondents tend to prefer the more accurate procedure, they do so at higher rates for transparent than non-transparent algorithms.

In general, people tend to prefer transparent to non-transparent algorithms. When asked to rate one procedure, the fact that an algorithm is transparent increases perceptions of fairness by 0.4 (about 10% of the total scale) and desire to use by 0.3 (about 7.5%) of the total, as displayed in Figure 7. When asked to rank the two types jointly, people are more likely to choose the transparent algorithms along all dimensions, as displayed in Table 4. This is true even when the prompt stipulated that the transparent algorithm was $3,000,000 more expensive than the non-transparent algorithm.

But even though people prefer the more transparent algorithm, it’s not clear whether they want to use the algorithm at all. When respondents were asked to rate a single procedure

---

11Beyond this, there are two other differences of note. First, the distribution of accuracy ratings in Experiment 2 (“High” and “Low” again) each independently assigned to each treatment condition with 50% probability. Second, when asking respondents to rank the two algorithms types, the survey asks a question about which type the respondent prefers if the transparent one is $3,000,000 more expensive than the non-transparent algorithm.

12The full question text is available in the Appendix.
Figure 7: Respondents Prefer Transparent Algorithms (Evaluating a Single Procedure)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Prefer Transparent</th>
<th>Prefer Non-Transparent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fairness</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Want to Use for Self</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Want to Use for All</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent Costs $3M More</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
<td>40.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Respondents Prefer Transparent Algorithms (When Ranking Procedures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefer Non-Transparent</th>
<th>Prefer Transparent</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparent More Accurate</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Accuracy</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Transparent More Accurate</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
<td>36.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Respondents Prefer Non-Transparent Algorithms When They Are the More Accurate Procedure, But at Lower Rates Than When the Transparent Algorithm Is More Accurate (Percent Favoring More Accurate Procedure in Grey)

on whether they wanted to use an algorithm, they gave preferences on a five-point scale that ranged from “strongly do not want to use” (-2) to “strong want to use” (+2). A score of 0, the midpoint, indicated that respondents were unsure about whether they wanted to use it. But as shown in Figure 7, most respondents did not want to use either algorithm (both values are below zero). The transparent algorithm was the “least bad” outcome, not one they actually desired.13

As we saw in Experiment 1, respondents generally select the procedure with the higher accuracy level. However, 87% of respondents preferred the transparent algorithm when it was the more accurate one, but only 63% preferred the non-transparent algorithm when it was the more accurate one, as displayed in Table 5. Similar to the results in Experiment 1, these differences are not due to the fact that the treatment effect of accuracy differs by transparency. Rather, these differences stem from differences in the base level of support when the two procedures are stipulated to have the same level of accuracy: instead of an even split, 77% prefer transparent algorithms.

**Experiment 3: Disparate Impact**

In late 2017, a committee created by the California Supreme Court recommended that the state adopt a system of individualized risk assessments, including risk assessment algorithms. In its report, the committee specifically noted that “tools that demonstrate any implicit or explicit bias must not be used” (Workgroup, 2017, pg. 58).

13These results do not quite align with those in Experiment 1. There, when respondents were asked to rate how much they would be willing to use an algorithm (without being given any information about transparency and with the algorithm manipulated to have the same level of accuracy as in this experiment), the average rating was 0.06. (The difference from 0 was not statistically significant at p < 0.1.) Here, ratings of both algorithms are lower. This might occur because some respondents to Experiment 2 also responded to Experiment 1 first, so they were exposed to the fact that alternatives existed.
As a legal matter, such bias goes to the constitutionality of algorithms under the Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. But precisely mapping that relationship is difficult: as Huq (2019) describes, the existing Equal Protection doctrine is ill-suited to assess the use of algorithms. Both the standard of bad intent and that of bad classification “transfer poorly, if at all” to the use of algorithms (page 29). For an algorithm developer, the classification problem is easy to avoid: she can simply avoid the explicit use of race, gender, or other protected classes as an input. The issue of intent—a lodestone of Equal Protection jurisprudence—is harder. Machines themselves lack intent, but neither the people who develop algorithms (e.g., engineers tweaking hyper-parameters) nor those who produced the data on which the algorithm was developed (e.g., court officials and police officers producing data on who is a flight risk) are so impartial. Huq concludes that “legal policy-makers should not ask whether algorithmic criminal justice will be racially nonneutral, but rather how it will be so biased” (pg. 6).

While Huq was primarily referring to adjudication between different metrics of fairness for the same algorithm, other scholars have argued that we should not evaluate algorithms in isolation. Rather than labeling algorithms as simply “biased” or “unbiased,” the bias of an algorithm should be compared to the bias of a “counterfactual” human decision-maker, such as a judge or psychologist (Cowgill and Tucker, 2017). That is, a jurisdiction might legitimately decide as a policy matter to adopt a “biased” algorithm—as long as the algorithm’s bias is less than that of the procedure it replaces.

But this approach seems to assume that we should respond to disparate impact in similar ways whether it stems from the unconscious bias of a human decision-maker or, say, data generated from racially-biased policing. Answering this normative question is outside the scope of this project, but a useful starting point is to understand, as an empirical matter, how the public actually evaluates algorithmic “bias.” In particular, when algorithms result in different outcomes across different groups of people, does the public view these outcomes as biased (and thus a source of unfairness) or merely as a set of disparate outcomes (without impacting fairness)? And how do the public’s reactions compare to their reactions if a psychological assessment creates the same (disparate) outcomes?

Put another way, the motivating question of this experiment is whether the public responds differently to disparate impact based on whether its source is an algorithm or a human decision-maker.

**Design**

The structure of Experiment 3 is largely identical to Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, with two main exceptions. First, instead of varying the procedure between Algorithms, Psychologists, and Guidelines, respondents are randomly assigned to either evaluate an Algorithm or Psychologist only. Second, instead of varying accuracy levels, the experiment varies the level of disparate impact.

---

14 This strategy avoids but does not resolve the classification concern. As Huq discusses in some depth, a rule requiring algorithm developers to avoid such covariates “would be unmoored from the justifications for an anticlassificatory rule, at odds with the purported justifications . . . and would engender results that contradict the assumed purposes of the rule” (pg. 33).
Specifically, respondents were shown the following text:

Your city will use a [ALGORITHM|PSYCHOLOGIST]. Past data shows that, if released, [GROUP 1] are 10% more likely to commit a crime than [GROUP 2]. However, academic studies of this procedure show that [GROUP 1] are [20|30]% more likely to be kept in jail.\(^{15}\)

This text contains three separate and independent randomizations: (1) the source of the disparate impact was either attributed to algorithms or psychologists; (2) the groups were either randomized to be about race (comparing White and Black Americans) or class (comparing low-income and middle- or high-income Americans); (3) the level of disparate impact was either “high” (30%) or “low” (20%). In terms of the different metrics for “algorithmic fairness,” this experiment manipulates disparate levels of false positives (predicting someone is high-risk and thus deserving of jail when they are not). Given that the literature has not settled on a standard metric (or even set of metrics) to assess disparate impact, selecting any metric is somewhat arbitrary, and this metric at least seemed relatively straightforward to understand.

This experiment has 3,453 respondents, drawn from the same source as Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.

**Results**

Respondents seem to react differently to disparate impact based on whether its source is an algorithm or a psychologist. To measure this effect, we estimate the regression

\[
Y = \text{Procedure} + \text{Disparate Impact} + \text{Procedure} \times \text{Disparate Impact} + \text{Covariates}
\]

where \(Y\) is the respondent’s rating after viewing a single procedure, Procedure is whether the procedure is an algorithm or psychologist, and Disparate Impact refers to the effect of moving from a low level of disparate impact to a higher level of disparate impact. The variable of interest is the coefficient on the interaction term (Procedure \(\times\) Disparate Impact): a significant interaction term indicates that the effect of moving from a low to a higher level of disparate impact changes based on whether the procedure is an algorithm or a psychologist.

As Table 6 shows, the effect of disparate impact differs by whether its source is an algorithm or a psychologist. The interaction term is significant at the \(p < 0.05\) level when evaluating whether individuals want to use an algorithm. The interaction term is not significant at \(p < 0.1\) in terms of individuals’ assessment of the fairness of the procedure. But the point estimate is in the same direction as the model based on individuals’ desire to use the procedure.

\(^{15}\)The full question text is available in the Appendix.
Table 6: Respondents React Differently to the Presence of Disparate Impact Based on Source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure/Disparate Impact</th>
<th>Fairness Rating</th>
<th>Want to Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedure (Psychologist)</td>
<td>0.25***</td>
<td>0.38***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disparate Impact</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure * Disparate Impact</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.17**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 3,453

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
Covariate controls and intercept omitted.

Table 7: Increases in Disparate Outcomes Decrease Support for Psychologists, But Have No Effect on Support for Algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure/Disparate Impact</th>
<th>Fairness</th>
<th>Want to Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>Effect</td>
<td>Standard Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The marginal effects of these models, which allow us to more clearly appreciate the distinct reactions towards algorithms versus psychologists, are displayed in Table 7. Respondents react negatively when psychologists exhibit a higher level of disparate impact. For example, when assessing whether they want to use a particular procedure, respondents rate psychologists with a higher disparate impact 0.13 points lower on a −2 to +2 scale than a psychologist with a lower level of disparate impact. However, respondents are indifferent along both fairness and policy preference when algorithms exhibit higher levels of disparate impact.

It is worth noting that the effect of disparate impact is relatively small in this experiment. These small results could demonstrate that the public is indifferent to disparate impact in all its forms, whether from a psychologist or an algorithm. An alternate explanation is that disparate impact is a difficult concept to explain, and the treatment effects may have been

---

Careful readers may note that, in both models, the effect of disparate impact when an algorithm is used is not significant while the effect is significant when a psychologist is used. However, the difference between statistically significant and not statistically significant may not itself be statistically significant (Gelman and Stern, 2006). But sometimes it is, and the correct way to adjudicate is to examine interaction term displayed in Table 6. Table 7’s marginal effects are displayed solely for interpretability.

The overall effect of having a higher disparate impact, aggregated across algorithms and psychologists, is about 0.05 points on a scale from −2 to +2 for fairness and 0.06 points on the same scale for policy preference.
both explanations are compatible with the results of the experiment, and given the statistical (if not substantive) significance of the results, further study is warranted.

Discussion and Conclusion

Algorithms are rapidly becoming a ubiquitous feature of the criminal justice system. Much of the literature on the use of algorithms have focused on their substantive “fairness,” as assessed by differential accuracy rate. Without commenting on the importance of such metrics, this project addresses a second, unexamined issue: whether the public views such algorithms as fair.

The results are not promising. Before policymakers rush to implement algorithms, they should note that the public views the use of algorithms as unfair, undesirable, and illegitimate. This dislike of algorithms persists even when members of the public are told that algorithms are transparent and have the same level of accuracy or disparate impact as other procedures.

But members of the public are not indifferent to these other factors. When algorithms are more accurate than other procedures, public support for algorithms increases. This relationship suggests that people are balancing two factors: an intrinsic distrust of algorithms and a desire to use the most accurate procedure. Absent any information on accuracy, these beliefs are not in conflict because people both dislike using algorithms and view them as inaccurate. If they are told that algorithms are more accurate than other procedures, they balance their desire for the most accurate procedure against their dislike of algorithms. The result is a preference for algorithms when they are the more accurate procedure and only when they are the more accurate procedure. To the extent that algorithms are or become more accurate than existing procedures, policymakers should address and refute public beliefs. If this is done, algorithms become more acceptable.

Similarly, members of the public are more likely to accept algorithms when they are transparent. When individuals are told that algorithm creators divulge what goes into an algorithm and the statistical techniques they apply, they are more likely to favor algorithms as a matter of fairness and policy. But even when algorithms are transparent, members of the public still do not want to use them. They merely prefer transparent to non-transparent algorithms.

Algorithms have a mixed effect in the case of disparate impact. Disparate impact by a human decision-maker undermines perceptions of fairness. Disparate impact by an impersonal machine does not. This accords with the general suggestion that people punish individuals who exhibit disparate impact, likely because they view such persons as having “bad” motives. But when they are presented with a machine who spits out the same outcomes, they are less likely to view it as prejudiced and therefore do not view such outcomes as unfair. This might be good news for algorithm proponents: while algorithms might be upsetting to the public for any number of reasons, disparate impact does not appear to be one of them. On the

18 Whether algorithms are more accurate than human judgment is very much a contested proposition Dressel and Farid (2018).
other hand, this result should only increase the concern of scholars of “algorithmic fairness.” They must not only define “fairness” but also convince the public that it matters at all.

But these results don’t imply that the public uniformly prefers human decision-making. Indeed, the results indicate that members of the public are as comfortable with statutory guidelines as they are with expert psychologists. As a policy issue, this might imply that public officials need to educate the public more about what algorithms are, how they work, and who regulates them. By failing to consider public opinion around algorithms, scholars and policymakers alike are missing the point. Even when algorithms are as accurate as other procedures, even when they have the same level of disparate impact, and even when they are transparent—Americans still dislike algorithms, and they don’t want to use them in the bail context.

Thus, while we should not lose sight of the substantive fairness of algorithms, scholars must also investigate and mitigate their perceived (un)fairness. In particular, we should assess whether the use of algorithms, like any other criminal justice procedure, meets the familiar principles of procedural justice: the opportunity for participation, a neutral forum, trustworthy authorities, and treatment with dignity and respect. Otherwise, even if we fix the set of problems that scholars and policymakers have identified, the use of algorithms will be unpopular and may even damage the legitimacy of the judicial system.
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### Appendix

#### Additional Tables and Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy of Psychologist</th>
<th>Accuracy of Guidelines</th>
<th>Accuracy of Algorithm</th>
<th>Compared to Psychologist</th>
<th>Compared to Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Algorithm Higher</td>
<td>Algorithm Higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Guidelines Higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Algorithm Higher</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Psychologist Higher</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Algorithm Higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Psychologist Higher</td>
<td>Guidelines Higher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1: Mapping Accuracy to Pairwise Comparisons
Figure A1: Ranking order is the same regardless of whether respondents have information about accuracy
Questionnaire

In the United States, when a person is arrested for a crime, they may wait weeks or months for a trial to occur. While the person waits for trial, a judge decides whether to keep the person in jail or release them. A judge must consider whether the person would commit another crime if released. If a judge releases a person, they may require the person to pay a certain amount of money, called **bail**, to ensure that they return for trial. Judges hold **bail hearings** to decide who is released in jail and who is released on bail.

Experiment 1

Suppose that your city needs to decide how to hold bail hearings. One input in this decision is what the public thinks of different options. You’ll be shown a series of proposed procedures and asked questions about them.

**Randomize to one of the following**

**[PSYCHOLOGIST]**. Your city will use a **court-provided psychologist**, who conducts an interview to predict whether someone will commit another crime if released.

The psychologist evaluates the person’s offense, criminal history, home conditions, and support network.

Academic studies of this method show that the accuracy rate is **[ACCURACY_LEVEL]**.

**[GUIDELINE]**. Your city will use a set of **mandatory guidelines** developed by the city government to predict whether someone will commit another crime if released.

The guidelines evaluates the person’s offense, criminal history, home conditions, and support network.

Academic studies of this method show that the accuracy rate is **[ACCURACY_LEVEL]**.

**[ALGORITHM]**. Your city will use a **statistical algorithm**, a computer program that analyzes a set of offender-related data to predict whether someone will commit another crime if released.

The algorithm evaluates the person’s offense, criminal history, home conditions, and support network.

Academic studies of this method show that the accuracy rate is **[ACCURACY_LEVEL]**.

**After viewing a single procedure**

In your opinion, would you say this procedure is . . . Very Fair, Somewhat Fair, Unsure, Somewhat Unfair, or Very Fair?
If you were arrested, would you want the city to use this procedure for your case? Strongly want to use, Somewhat want to use, Unsure, Somewhat don’t want to use, Strongly don’t want to use.

If your city adopted this procedure, how much would you agree with the statement “You should accept the decisions made by courts, even if you think they are wrong.” Strongly agree, somewhat agree, Unsure, Somewhat Disagree, Strongly Disagree.

Now we’re going to ask you to compare the procedure you just saw with two other procedures. **Other two procedures are presented in a random order.**

How would you rank these procedures in terms of accuracy? Drag and drop to change their ranking so that 1 is Most Accurate and 3 is Least Accurate.

How would you rank these procedures in terms of fairness? Drag and drop to change their ranking so that 1 is Most Fair and 3 is Least Fair.

How would you rank the procedures based on whether you would want the city to use them if you were arrested? Drag and drop to change their ranking so that 1 is Most Want to Use and 3 is Least Want to Use.

How would you rank the procedures based on how much you would want to the city to use them for everyone that is arrested? Drag and drop to change their ranking so that 1 is Most Want to Adopt and 3 is Least Want to Adopt.

Please provide a brief description of why you ranked these choices as you did.

**Experiment 2**

Suppose that your city has decided to use a statistical algorithm, a computer program that analyzes a set of offender-related data to predict whether someone will commit another crime if released. This algorithm is **developed by a private company**.

Some people argue that the company should publicly describe how the algorithm works so people can correct errors and challenge decisions made by it.

Others argue that companies should be able to keep their algorithms private to protect trade secrets, just like Coca-Cola or McDonald’s keep their recipes private.

You will be shown a series of proposed algorithms and asked questions about them.

**Randomize to one of the following**

[TRANSPARENT]. Your city plans to purchase an algorithm from a company that publicly describes how its algorithm works. Academic studies of this algorithm show that the accuracy rate is [ACCURACY_LEVEL].
Your city plans to purchase an algorithm from a company that does not publicly describe how its algorithm works. Academic studies of this algorithm show that the accuracy rate is [ACCURACY_LEVEL].

**After viewing a single procedure**

In your opinion, would you say this procedure is . . . Very Fair, Somewhat Fair, Unsure, Somewhat Unfair, or Very Fair?

If you were arrested, would you want the city to use this procedure for your case? Strongly want to use, Somewhat want to use, Unsure, Somewhat don’t want to use, Strongly don’t want to use

Now we’re going to ask you to compare the procedure you just saw with a new procedure.

Which procedure is more fair?

Which procedure would you want the city to use for your case if you were arrested?

Which procedure would you want the city to use for your case for everyone who is arrested?

Purchasing the algorithm that is publicly described is more expensive than the algorithm that is not publicly described. If the city chooses the algorithm that is NOT publicly described, it will save $3,000,000 over the next five years. Which procedure would you prefer that the city adopt?

**Experiment 3**

Now you’re going to learn about a completely different set of procedures for holding bail hearings.

Your city is concerned that different types of bail hearings might impact groups differently. We’re going to ask you some questions about procedures your city might adopt.

**Randomize to one of the following**

[PSYCHOLOGIST]. Your city will use a court-provided psychologist, who conducts an interview to predict whether someone will commit another crime if released. Past data shows that, if released, [African-Americans/low-income people] are 10% more likely to commit a crime than [Whites/middle-class or high-income people]. However, academic studies of this procedure show that [African-Americans/low-income people] are [DISPARITY_LEVEL] more likely to be kept in jail.

[ALGORITHM]. Your city will use a statistical algorithm, a computer program that predicts whether someone will commit another crime if released by analyzing a set of offender-related data. Past data shows that, if released, [African-Americans/low-income people] are 10% more likely to commit a crime than [Whites/middle-class or high-income peo-
ple]. However, academic studies of this procedure show that [African-Americans/low-income people] are [DISPARITY_LEVEL] more likely to be kept in jail.

**After viewing a single procedure**

In your opinion, would you say this procedure is . . . Very Fair, Somewhat Fair, Unsure, Somewhat Unfair, or Very Fair?

If you were arrested, would you want the city to use this procedure for your case? Strongly want to use, Somewhat want to use, Unsure, Somewhat don’t want to use, Strongly don’t want to use

Now we’re going to ask you to compare the procedure you just saw with another procedure.

Which procedure is more fair?

Which procedure would you want the city to use for your case if you were arrested?

Which procedure would you want the city to use for your case for everyone who is arrested?
Option 1: Your city will use a court-provided psychologist, who conducts an interview to predict whether someone will commit another crime if released. Academic studies of this method show that the accuracy rate is 80%.

Option 2: Your city will use a set of mandatory guidelines developed by the city government to predict whether someone will commit another crime if released. Academic studies of this method show that the accuracy rate is 60%.

Option 3: Your city will use a statistical algorithm, a computer program that analyzes a set of offender-related data to predict whether someone will commit another crime if released. Academic studies of this method show that the accuracy rate is 60%.

All three procedures evaluate the person’s offense, criminal history, home conditions, and support network.

How would you rank these procedures in terms of fairness? Drag and drop to change their ranking so that 1 is Most Fair and 3 is Least Fair.

1. Procedure involving psychologist (80% accuracy)
2. Procedure involving sentencing guidelines (60% accuracy)
3. Procedure involving algorithm (60% accuracy)